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ABSTRACT
Many proteins exhibit multiple binding patches. A patch may harbour a key chemical modification
site, but may also simply act as a trap for the binding to another site. Here we consider the scenario
in which one molecule (enzyme) binds another molecule (substrate) which contains two sites. We
present microscopic expressions for the rate at which the enzyme binds to a particular site on the
substrate, both for the scenario in which the enzyme directly binds the site without first visiting the
other site, and for the case in which it may visit the other site an arbitrary number of times before
binding to the site of interest. We also present the expressions for the corresponding dissociation
reactions. These expressions can be used to compute in a single rare-event simulation of the disso-
ciation pathway not only both the intrinsic and effective dissociation rate constants but also both
association rate constants.
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1. Introduction

Arguably the most elementary event inside the living cell
is a chemical reaction, be it a metabolic reaction, a chem-
ical modification of a signalling protein, the binding of
a gene regulatory protein to the DNA, or the hydrol-
ysis of a fuel molecule that allows a motor protein to
generate forces or move along a filament. Chemical reac-
tions often involve the association and dissociation of two
molecules. Some processes are controlled by the equilib-
rium constant of the association–dissociation reaction –
the ratio of the association rate constant over the dis-
sociation rate constant. For example, the average level
of gene expression is, to a good approximation, deter-
mined by the binding probability of the gene regulatory
protein to the promoter [1]. However, the living cell is a
highly non-equilibrium system, and many, if not most,
processes are governed by the absolute values of the rate
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constants. In protein signalling, the pathway for protein
demodification is not the microscopic reverse of pro-
tein modification, setting up a cycle of modification and
demodification. Not only the balance between modifi-
cation and demodification, which sets the modification
level (the output signal), but also the flux around the
cycle, which determines the fuel consumption, is gov-
erned by the absolute rates of protein modification and
demodification [2]. Many processes, such as cell division
and cell differentiation during development, are directed
by spatial protein patterns, and a key parameter in the
formation of these patterns is the diffusion constant over
the reaction rate. The slow binding of transcription fac-
tors to the DNA can be a major source of gene expression
[3] and limit the speed of the response to a change in the
environment [4]. Last but not least, recent studies indi-
cate that the discrimination by the immune response does
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not rely on the binding probability of the antigen to the
T-cell receptor, but rather on their dissociation rate [5].

The binding between twomolecules that interact in an
isotropic fashion or via a single site only has been studied
in great detail. Theories have been developed that yield
expressions for the overall association and dissociation
rate constants in terms of the cross sections, interaction
potentials, diffusion constants and intrinsic rate con-
stants [6,7]. Methods have been developed that make it
possible to compute rate constants in simulations ofmore
complicated systems [8,9]. Recently, we have presented
an efficient scheme that makes it possible to compute in a
single rare-event simulation of the dissociation pathway,
using, e.g. transition interface sampling (TIS) [10,11] or
forward flux sampling (FFS) [12,13], the effective and
intrinsic rate constants for both dissociation and asso-
ciation [14,15]. The scheme is based on the observation
that the escape probability Pesc = kD/(ka + kD), being a
splitting probability, not only depends on the diffusion-
limited arrival rate kD, which is known analytically, but
also on the intrinsic association rate ka [14]. Hence, by
computing the escape probability Pesc during a TIS/FFS
simulation of the dissociation process, we obtain infor-
mation on the intrinsic association rate ka, and hence,
also on the effective association rate constant.

Yet, many proteins exhibit not one binding site but
many, often because these proteins can be chemically
modified at multiple sites. Indeed, multi-site protein
modification is a very common motif in biology. Per-
haps the most studied and best characterised example
is the mitogen-activated protein kinase system [16], but
other well-known examples are the circadian clocks of
cyanobacteria [17], fungi [18], higher order organisms
[19], the Nuclear Factor of Activated T-cells system [20]
and the CaM kinase II system [21]. It is well known
that the response of these systems strongly depends on
whether the different sites are modified in a processive
fashion, where the enzyme and substrate remain bound
in between the modification steps, or via a distributive
scheme, where the enzyme and substrate dissociate from
each other after each modification step. A distributive
scheme can give rise to an ultrasensitive response [22,23],
to a threshold response [24] or to bistability [21,25].
However, a scheme that is distributive can, due to rapid
enzyme–substrate rebindings, effectively become proces-
sive, leading to the loss of ultra-sensitivity and bistability
[16,26,27].Hence, the dynamics of these systemsdoes not
only depend on the rates at which the enzyme and sub-
strate associate with each other coming from the bulk and
dissociate from one another back into the bulk, but also
on the rate at which the enzyme can rebind the substrate,
i.e. hop to another site on the same substrate molecule
[16].

Recently, we have demonstrated how the scheme of
[14] can be generalised to particles with multiple patches
[28]. This scheme makes it possible to compute not only
the rate at which two molecules (un)bind from (into) the
bulk, but also the rate at which one rebinds the other, i.e.
the rate at which a molecule dissociates from one site on
the othermolecule and then hops to and binds to another
site. Importantly, however, in the scheme presented in
[28], the rate of binding to a particular site was taken to
be the rate at which the enzyme, coming from the bulk,
binds that site without first binding the other patch as
an intermediate step. This seems to be the most natural
quantity for the multi-site protein modification systems
listed above.

Yet, in many cases one site is the site of interest, while
the othermerely acts as a trap. This is a common scenario
in protein–protein association, but also in the binding
of gene regulatory proteins to the DNA. Here, the quan-
tity of interest is the rate of binding to a particular site,
while allowing for the intermediate binding to the other
site. The quantity of interest may also be dictated by the
experimental setup; using, for example, FRET, one may
measure the rate at which amolecule binds to a particular
site on another molecule, irrespective of howmany times
it has visited other sites before binding to the site of inter-
est. In this paper, we show how the scheme of [28] can
be generalised to enable not only the computation of the
rate constant of direct association and dissociation, but
also that which allows the intermediate binding to other
sites.

While we phrased the problem in terms of biomolec-
ular association, we note that this approach is generally
applicable to all kinds of dissociation and association
processes, including chemical reactions, structure forma-
tion of colloidal particles or nanoparticles, and surfactant
assembly.

This paper is organised as follows. In the next section,
we derive along similar lines as in [28] generalised expres-
sions for the case of intermediate binding. In Section 3,
we apply the technique to the system also studied in [28].
We discuss the results and give concluding remarks in the
final section.

2. Theory

2.1. The path ensembles

In previous work [28], we considered binding and
unbinding of an enzyme with a substrate with two com-
peting patches A and B, where both patches were treated
on equal footing, and were considered a target state.
We showed how from a single FFS or TIS simulation of
a dissociation reaction from patch A, we can compute
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both the intrinsic and effective dissociation rate con-
stants, denoted kAd and kAoff , respectively, the intrinsic and
effective hopping rates between A and B, as well as the
intrinsic and effective association rate constants to patch
A, denoted kAa and kAon, respectively. In addition, we gave
expressions for kA∨B

a and kA∨B
on , respectively, the intrin-

sic and effective association rate constant, for the case of
binding to either of the two (identical) patches.

Here we consider the case of a substrate with two
patches in which one of the patches (B) can be considered
an intermediate state, and binding to A can be described
by two-state kinetics. This is the case when the dissocia-
tion constant KA

eq for binding toA is smaller than that for
binding to B, KA

eq � KB
eq, i.e. the substrate binds much

stronger to A than to B. Still B can be considered a bind-
ing site by itself, i.e. the residence time of B is long on
the molecular timescale. Association and dissociation to
patch A can thus involve one or more temporary bind-
ings to B, and can be described with effective dissociation
and association rate constants that account for interme-
diate binding to B. In this section, we derive microscopic
expressions for the intrinsic and effective association, dis-
sociation and hopping rates for this situation.Wewill first
discuss the path ensembles that correspond to each of the
rate constants.

The intrinsic dissociation rate constants for the
enzyme initially bound at patch A, kAviaBd (σ ), involves
counting the trajectories that start at A and reach σ

either directly without reaching the patch B, or first

visit B (possibly multiple times) and then go to σ (see
Figure 1 for a graphical illustration). Similarly, the effec-
tive dissociation rate constant for the enzyme starting at
patch A, kAviaBoff , takes into account all trajectories start-
ing at A and going to infinity, with or without visiting
patch B.

The effective association constant of an enzyme to
bind to patch A, kAviaBon , corresponds to trajectories that
start at infinity and terminate at patch A with or with-
out visitingB, while the intrinsic association rate constant
kAviaBa (σ ) corresponds to trajectories that start at the σ -
interface and terminate at patch A with or without first
visiting B.

In [28], we also distinguish the intrinsic and effec-
tive rate constant of hopping from patch A to B, kABhop(σ ),
kABeffHop(σ ), which corresponds to trajectories that start in
patch A and end in patch B, with or without first visiting
the σ -interface. We do not consider these rates explic-
itly here, although we do take the hopping process into
account in the association and dissociation rates.

We also emphasise that while the intrinsic rate con-
stants depend on the definition of σ , the effective rate
constants do not.

All the rate constants (intrinsic/effective associa-
tion and dissociation) can be obtained from one sin-
gle FFS (or TIS) simulation of a dissociation reac-
tion. To see how, it is instructive to imagine that
starting from the bound state A, we have generated
N configurations at interface σ . These configurations

Figure 1. The path ensembles contributing to the effective association rate constants (left) and the effective dissociation rate constants
(right). The substrate has two patches A and B and when the particle diffuses to infinity, it is in the unbound state. All rates are calculated
with respect to patch A, i.e. the rate constant of binding to patch A or the rate constant of unbinding from patch A. Thus, kAviaBon is the
association rate constant to patch A, and includes direct paths as well as paths via B. kAon is the association rate constant for a single patch
A and (obviously) only includes direct paths. The analogously defined effective off rates are illustrated in the panel on the right. For clarity
we did not show the rates to and from either of the two patches kA∨Bon and kA∨B

off . σ is the interface where the intrinsic rate constants (not
shown) are measured and rn is an interface beyond σ .
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Figure 2. Overview of the relevant conditional probabilities in
dissociation (top) and association (bottom) process for substrates
with multiple binding sites A and B. Shown are the relevant basic
path types and corresponding conditional probabilities required
to construct the effective and intrinsic rate constants. For simplic-
ity the interfaces are shown in a one-dimensional fashion. The rn
interface is not shown.

are thus distributed over the σ surface according to
the distribution as obtained from an FFS dissocia-
tion simulation starting from patch A. Of these N
trajectories at interface σ , Nσ→B progress (on aver-
age) to B, Nσ→A return to A and Nσ→∞ dissociate,
i.e. escape to infinity: N = Nσ→B + Nσ→A + Nσ→∞.
In the limit of N → ∞, we can define the probabili-
ties P(B | σ) = Nσ→B/N, P(A | σ) = Nσ→A/N, P(∞ |
σ) = Nσ→∞/N. For a finite number of sampled trajec-
tories, the trajectory fractions become approximations of
these probabilities.

FFS also allows constructing N trajectories starting
from A – as described by the first interface rA0 – and
ending in B, returning to A or reaching σ . Of the N
trajectories emanating from the FFS interface rA0 delim-
iting state A NA→B progress (on average) to B, NA→A
return to A and NA→σ dissociate to reach σ : N =
NA→B + NA→A + NA→σ . In the limit of N → ∞, we
can define the probabilities P(B | A) = NA→B/N, P(A |
A) = NA→A/N, P(∞ | A) = NA→σ /N. In addition, an
FFS run starting from the rB0 interface at state B will
give rise to NB→σ trajectories to the σ -surface, NB→B
trajectories returning to B and NB→A trajectories hop-
ping to A. Again, in the limit of N → ∞, we can
define the probabilities P(σ | B) = NB→σ /N, P(B | B) =
NB→B/N, P(A | B) = NB→A/N. Note that we replaced
the interfaces rA0 and rB0 , by the shorthand A and
B, respectively. The above conditional probabilities are
shown graphically in Figure 2.The different conditional
probabilities for trajectories starting at the σ -surface are
also indicated.

2.2. The effective dissociation rate constant

We first focus on the dissociation process. The intrinsic
dissociation rate constant at the σ -interface is given by

kAviaBd (σ ) = �0PA(σ | rA0 ), (1)

where, as before, �0 is the flux across the first FFS inter-
face rA0 , and PA(σ | rA0 ) is the probability that an enzyme
starting at this first interface r0 of state A reaches the σ -
interface before returning to A, and can include one or
more visits to B. The effective dissociation constant can
then be expressed as,

kAviaBoff = �0PA(σ | rA0 )Peff (∞ | σ)

= kAviaBd (σ )Peff (∞ | σ), (2)

where Peff (∞ | σ) is the probability that a trajectory that
has reached σ escapes to infinity, i.e. dissociates, before
it (re)associates with patch A. Thus, this probability also
includes trajectories with one or more visits to B.

The probabilities of interest PA(σ | rA0 ) and Peff (∞ |
σ) cannot be computed directly, as both include many
paths with B as intermediate. This means that the paths
via state B are (temporarily) trapped, but then can either
hop back toA, or dissociate and rebind to B, or can escape
to σ . We do not want to simulate those paths explicitly,
as B is potentially a strongly bound state, and trajec-
tory times can become extremely long. However, we can
decompose the relevant paths into different categories,
each with their own probability as indicated in Figure 2:
(1) direct paths from A to σ , with probability P(σ | A),
(2) indirect paths from B to σ with probability P(σ | B),
(3) rebinding paths from B to B with probability P(B |
B), (4) paths that leave σ and reach B with probability
P(B | σ), (5) hopping paths from A to B with probability
Phop(B | A). Note that we have again replaced the inter-
faces rA0 and rB0 , by the shorthand A and B, respectively.
Thus, the probability PA(σ | rA0 ) in Equation (2) includes
both direct paths and indirect paths via B

PA(σ | rA0 ) = P(σ | A) + PABσ (σ | A), (3)

where PABσ (σ | A), the probability for paths that visit B,
rebind an arbitrary number of times to B, before going
back to A. This probability is given by the geometrical
series

PABσ (σ | A) = P(σ | B)Phop(B | A)

+ P(σ | B)P(B | B)Phop(B | A)

+ P(σ | B)P(B | B)2Phop(B | A) + · · ·
(4)
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which can be re-summed to give

PABσ(σ | A) = P(σ | B)Phop(B | A)
1

1 − P(B | B)
. (5)

Since we know that paths from B can only go to A, B
or σ , it holds that 1 − P(B | B) = P(σ | B) + Phop(A | B)

giving

PABσ(σ | A) = Phop(B | A)
P(σ | B)

P(σ | B) + Phop(A | B)

≡ Phop(B | A)Pnorm(σ | B), (6)

where in the last equality we defined the normalised
probability Pnorm(σ | B) to reach σ from B in an arbi-
trary number of rebinding steps. Note that this is in fact
a type of splitting probability or committor. Thus, the
probability PA(σ | rA0 ) in Equation (2) is

PA(σ | rA0 ) = P(σ | A) + Phop(B | A)Pnorm(σ | B).
(7)

The probability Peff (∞ | σ) in Equation (2) also includes
direct paths and indirect paths with one or multiple visits
to B. Similar to PABσ(σ | A), we canwrite for the indirect
paths going from σ to σ , visiting B an arbitrary number
of times without visiting A,

PσBσ (σ | σ) = P(B | σ)
P(σ | B)

P(σ | B) + Phop(A | B)

≡ P(B | σ)Pnorm(σ | B). (8)

The probability Peff (∞ | σ) is governed by paths that
shuttle back and forth between σ andB an arbitrary num-
ber of times before they escape to infinity. Again this leads
to a geometrical series

Peff (∞ | σ) = P(∞ | σ) + PσBσ (σ | σ)P(∞ | σ)

+ PσBσ (σ | σ)2P(∞ | σ) · · · (9)

which again can be re-summed to give

Peff (∞ | σ) = P(∞ | σ)

1 − PσBσ
= P(∞ | σ)

1 − P(B | σ)Pnorm(σ | B)
.

(10)
Combining Equations (2), (7) and (10), the effective dis-
sociation rate from A is then

kAviaBoff = �0
P(σ | A) + Phop(B | A)Pnorm(σ | B)

1 − P(B | σ)Pnorm(σ | B)

P(∞ | σ). (11)

2.3. Correction for using a finite rn interface

Equation (11) gives the explicit expression for the effec-
tive rate constants, given the probabilities P(B | σ),

Phop(B | A), P(σ | B) and P(∞ | σ). While Phop(B |
A), P(σ | A) and P(σ | B) are directly available in the
FFS/TIS simulations from A and B, the P(A | σ), P(B |
σ) and P(∞ | σ) are not known directly, as they would
require evaluating trajectories that go into the bulk to
infinity. Following [28] we briefly summarise how P(A |
σ), P(B | σ) and P(∞ | σ) can be extracted from the
simulations. As a start we write

P(B | σ) = P(B | σ)

P(A | σ) + P(B | σ)
(P(A | σ) + P(B | σ))

= P(B | σ)

P(A | σ) + P(B | σ)
(1 − P(∞ | σ))

= α(1 − P(∞ | σ)). (12)

where we havemade use of the fact that P(A | σ) + P(B |
σ) + P(∞ | σ) = 1, and we have introduced

α ≡ P(B | σ)

P(A | σ) + P(B | σ)
(13)

as a ‘splitting probability’ for trajectories from σ arriving
at B versusA. To computeP(∞ | σ) in a brute-forceman-
ner, one would have to generate extremely long trajecto-
ries, because there is always a small but finite probability
that an enzymemolecule which has diffused far away and
deep into the bulk will return to the substrate molecule.
To alleviate this problem, we put, following our earlier
work [14], an extra interface at a position rn > σ . As we
will show below, this extra interface makes it possible to
efficiently compute P(∞ | σ). Moreover, the probability
P(B | σ) for trajectories that move from σ to B is then
given by the sum of the probability Pdir(B | σ) of trajec-
tories that directly go from σ to Bwithout first visiting rn,
and the probability Prn(B | σ) for those that first visit rn
and then proceed to B,

P(B | σ) = Pdir(B | σ) + Prn(B | σ)

= αdir (Pdir(A | σ) + Pdir(B | σ))

+ αrn(Prn(A | σ) + Prn(B | σ))

= αdir(1 − P(rn | σ))

+ αrnP(rn | σ)(1 − P(∞ | rn)). (14)

Here, αdir and αrn are, respectively, the splitting proba-
bilities of arriving in A versus B of those trajectories that
proceed directly from σ to either A or B and those that
arrive at A or B passing via rn:

αdir = Pdir(B | σ)

Pdir(A | σ) + Pdir(B | σ)
(15)

αrn = Prn(B | σ)

Prn(A | σ) + Prn(B | σ)
. (16)
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Similarly for the trajectories starting at the σ -interface
and reaching A, we can write

P(A | σ) = (1 − αdir)(1 − P(rn | σ))

+ (1 − αrn)P(rn | σ)(1 − P(∞ | rn)). (17)

Combining Equations (13), (14) and (17) yields

α = αdir(1− P(rn | σ))+αrnP(rn | σ)(1− P(∞ | rn))
1− P(∞ | σ)

.

(18)
Not only P(rn | σ) and αdir, but also P(∞ | σ) can be
obtained from the FFS simulations, as described below.
Yet, to close the above equation and find P(B | σ) (see
Equation (12)), we need an expression for αrn . Since
Prn(B | σ) is the product of the probability P(rn | σ) of
trajectories going from σ to rn and the probability P(B |
rn) of subsequently reaching B, the splitting probability
αrn in Equation (16) is also given by

αrn = Prn(B | σ)

Prn(A | σ) + Prn(B | σ)

= P(rn | σ)P(B | rn)
P(rn | σ)P(A | rn) + P(rn | σ)P(B | rn)

= P(B | rn)
P(A | rn) + P(B | rn) . (19)

We emphasise that up to this point, no assumption has
been made. In particular, the expressions hold for any
choice of the location σ , including one that is close to the
bound state, which would lead to a non-uniform distri-
bution of configurations at σ . With such a non-uniform
distribution, αrn is likely to be unequal to αdir, which
would make it impossible to close Equation (18). In con-
trast, if the distributions at the σ and the rn interfaces are
isotropic, then

Prn(B | σ)

Prn(A | σ) + Prn(B | σ)
� Pdir(B | σ)

Pdir(A | σ) + Pdir(B | σ)
,

(20)
and thus

αrn = αdir. (21)

Inserting Equation (21) in Equation (18), we find

α = αrn = αdir ≡ P(B | σ)

P(A | σ) + P(B | σ)
, (22)

which turns Equation (12) to

P(B | σ) = αdir(1 − P(∞ | σ)). (23)

Likewise it follows that

P(A | σ) = (1 − αdir)(1 − P(∞ | σ)). (24)

Note that when A and B are identical patches, then α =
αdir = 0.5. However, in general, this does not need to be

the case. Indeed, in this work we explicitly assume that A
is different from B.

As we assume α = αdir, from here onwards we will
drop the subscript from αdir. We stress, however, that
computing α always amounts to computing αdir as only
that is directly available in the FFS/TIS simulations.

The only thing missing is an efficient computation of
the escape probability P(∞ | σ). In [28] we have shown
that when introducing the rn interface, this probability
can be expressed as

P(∞ | σ) = P(rn | σ)(1 − �)

1 − �P(rn | σ)
(25)

or

1 − P(∞ | σ) = 1 − P(rn | σ)

1 − P(rn | σ)�
, (26)

where� ≡ kD(σ )/kD(rn) andP(rn | σ) is the probability
to reach rn from σ , which follows from the FFS calcu-
lation. If the interfaces σ and rn are beyond the cut-off
of the potential, then the particles move by free diffu-
sion. In this case, we can exploit the analytic expression
for the diffusion-limited arrival rate constant kD(σ ) =
4πσD to evaluate all the rate constants. Note that we have
assumed here, as above, isotropic distributions at both rn
and σ [14].

Thus, the desired probabilities P(A | σ) and P(B | σ)

follow from Equations (24) and (23)

P(B | σ) = α
1 − P(rn | σ)

1 − P(rn | σ)�
(27)

P(A | σ) = (1 − α)
1 − P(rn | σ)

1 − P(rn | σ)�
. (28)

Defining β = 1 − P(∞ | σ) the final explicit expression
for the effective off rate is

kAviaBoff = �
P(σ | A) + Phop(B | A)Pnorm(σ | B)

1 − αβPnorm(σ | B)
(1 − β).

(29)
The intrinsic dissociation rate constant is given by

kAviaBd = �
P(σ | A) + Phop(B | A)Pnorm(σ | B)

1 − αβPnorm(σ | B)
. (30)

As all ingredients follow directly from the FFS (or TIS)
calculation, this completes the description of the dissoci-
ation rate constant.
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2.4. The effective association rate constant

In this section, we will give the expression of the effective
association. The on-rate at the σ surface is

kAviaBon (σ ) = kD(σ )PA(σ ), (31)

where kD(σ ), the diffusion-limited reaction rate con-
stant, is the rate at which the particles arrive at the
σ -interface from infinity, i.e. the bulk.

The probability PA(σ ) is the probability to reach A
when initialised at σ . This includes all paths with B as
intermediate. This means that the paths via state B are
(temporarily) trapped, but can hop to A, or can escape
and rebind to B, or can escape to σ . As for dissocia-
tion discussed above, we do not want to compute that
explicitly, as B is potentially a strongly bound state, and
trajectory times can be very long. However, we can again
decompose the paths into different categories, each with
their own probability (see Figure 2): (1) direct paths to
A, with probability P(A | σ), (2) indirect paths to B with
probability P(B | σ), (3) rebinding paths from B to B
with probability P(B | B), (4) paths that leave B and reach
sigma with probability P(σ | B), (5) hopping paths from
B to A with probability Phop(A | B).

Now, these probabilities are not necessarily always the
same as the ones for the dissociation. However, when the
distribution of particles and orientations is isotropic at
the σ surface, we can use the same expressions as for the
dissociation. In the simulations, it is thus important to
check that the distributions have become isotropic at the
surface σ [15].

The probability PA(σ ) consists of direct paths and
indirect paths via B. The indirect paths that visit B, then
rebind an arbitrary number of times to B before going to
A, have a probability

PσBA(A | σ) = P(B | σ)Phop(A | B) + P(B | σ)p(B | B)

× Phop(A | B) + P(B | σ)P(B | B)2

× Phop(A | B) + · · · (32)

This can be re-summed to give

PσBA(A | σ) = P(B | σ)Phop(A | B)
1

1 − P(B | B)
(33)

= P(B | σ)
Phop(A | B)

P(σ | B) + Phop(A | B)

≡ P(B | σ)Pnormhop (A | B), (34)

where in the last equality we defined the normalised hop-
ping probability Pnormhop (A | B) to reach σ from B in an
arbitrary number of rebinding steps.

Using these above probabilities, the probability PA(σ )

is now

PA(σ ) = P(A | σ) + P(A | σ)PσBσ (σ | σ)

+ P(A | σ)PσBσ (σ | σ)2 · · ·
+ PσBA(A | σ) + PσBA(A | σ)PσBσ (σ | σ)

+ PσBA(A | σ)PσBσ (σ | σ)2 · · · (35)

This can be re-summed to give

PA(σ ) = P(A | σ) + PσBA

1 − PσBσ

=
P(A | σ) + P(B | σ)Pnormhop (A | B)

1 − P(B | σ)Pnorm(σ | B)
. (36)

The effective association rate is obtained by using
Equation (36) in Equation (31),

kAviaBon = kD(σ )
P(A | σ) + P(B | σ)Pnormhop (A | B)

1 − P(B | σ)Pnorm(σ | B)
.

(37)
Using Equation (28) and defining β = 1 − P(∞ | σ), the
final explicit expression for the effective on-rate becomes

kAviaBon = kD(σ )
(1 − α)β + αβPnormhop (A | B)

1 − αβPnorm(σ | B)
. (38)

As all ingredients follow directly from the FFS (or
TIS) calculation, this completes the description of the
rate constants. We note that with kAviaBon given by
Equation (38) and kD given by kD(σ ) = 4πσD, the
intrinsic association rate constant ka can directly be
derived from

1
kAviaBon

= 1
kAviaBa (σ )

+ 1
kD(σ )

. (39)

2.5. Comparisonwith previous work

In [28] we derived microscopic expressions for the rate
constants for association to and dissociation from patch
A, in the case of two target patches A and B:

kAon = kD(σ )(1 − α)(1 − P(∞ | σ)), (40)

kAoff = �P(σ | rA0 )P(∞ | σ). (41)

Here α is the splitting probability to go to B rather than
A, as in the previous sections.

Since we have now generalised Equations (38) and
(29) for the effective association and dissociation rates,
respectively, Equations (40) and (41) should follow from
these. To see the connection, we assume that when B is
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considered a target state, all subsequent transitions out of
B should be ignored in the rate calculations. This is can
be achieved by setting the probability P(A | B) = 0 and
P(σ | B) = 0. Equations (38) and (29) then immediately
reduce to Equations (40) and (41), respectively.

Finally, in [28] we showed that the association and
dissociation rate constants for the scenario with only a
single patch A is also given by Equations (40) and (41),
but with α = 0 for the association rate constant (because
there is no B site). We indeed find that our principal
results for the association and dissociation rate constants,
Equations (38) and (29), respectively, reduce to the same
expressions when α is set to zero in Equations (38)
and (29)

kAon = kD(σ )(1 − P(∞ | σ)), (42)

kAoff = �0P(σ | rA0 )P(∞ | σ), (43)

which indeed are identical to Equations (40) and (41), for
α = 0.

2.6. The link with transition path theory

Instead of the treatment detailed above, using conditional
probabilities as obtained from FFS or TIS, one can also
obtain the association and dissociation rates from the
rates for the individual transitions betweenA, B, σ andU.
The overall rates of association and dissociation between
A andU can then be calculated via transition path theory
(TPT) [29–33]. In TPT analysis, the commitment prob-
ability, or committor, is calculated from the transition
matrix, T = exp(Kτ), where Tij is the transition proba-
bility between i and j within a certain lag time τ . This
transition matrix can be computed from the rate matrix
K, with kij the rate constant between i and j.

If we consider the dissociation process, the commit-
tor q+

i is the probability the final state U is reached from
state i before returning to state A and can be obtained in
general by solving the linear set of equations [29]:

− q+
i +

∑
j∈I

Tijq+
j = −

∑
j∈U

Tij, (44)

with q+
A = 0 and q+

U = 1. States I denote all intermediate
states.

For the problem discussed in this work, the overall
dissociation rate constant is given by [29,33]

kAU =
∑

J 	=A πATAJq+
J

τ
∑

J πJq−
J

, (45)

with q− = 1 − q+, and πJ is the equilibrium population
of state J.When the process of leavingA is a rare event, the

denominator is effectively πA, as all intermediate states
are supposed to be barely populated, and q−

U = 0. Hence
Equation (45) reduces for our system to

kAU = 1
τπA

∑
J 	=A

πATAJq+
J = 1

τ
TABq+

B + TAσ q+
σ . (46)

To make the connection to our current work we exploit
the fact that for the dissociation process A → U, the
following identification can be made:

TAJ/τ = �P(J | A). (47)

Combining this identification with Equation (46) then
yields

kAU = �[P(B | A)q+
B + P(σ | A)q+

σ ]. (48)

The committor q+
B is

q+
B = P(σ | B)

P(σ | B) + P(A | B)
q+
σ = Pnorm(σ | B)q+

σ , (49)

while the committor q+
σ is

q+
σ = P(∞ | σ)

1 − PσBσ (σ | σ)
, (50)

resulting in

kAU = �
[
P(B | A)Pnorm(σ | B) + P(σ | A)

]
× P(∞ | σ)

1 − PσBσ (σ | σ)
, (51)

which is indeed identical to Equation (11), the effective
dissociation rate before correction. As similar derivation
can be done for the association rate constant resulting in
expression identical to Equation (37).

Note that in [32–34] we used the TPT expressions to
compute effective association and dissociation rates. In
this work, we achieve the same by carefully accounting
for the different trajectories, as explained in the previous
sections. The large advantage of this treatment is that we
only have to conduct one FFS or TIS for (each of) the
dissociation processes.

Moreover, the TPT approach will not yield the desired
effective rates, as it does not directly allow the correction
for the use of the rn surface (instead it yields the rates
corresponding to the finite simulation system). How-
ever, as such correction only acts on the P(∞ | σ) term,
one could in principle apply this correction also to the
corresponding terms in TPT. This would also allow the
treatment of multiple intermediate states, something that
can become cumbersome in an explicit derivation.
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3. Results and discussion

Our model system consists of two particles that are
spherical with an isotropic centre-of-mass interaction,
dressed with one (for the enzyme) or two (for the sub-
strate) sticky spots on their surface called ‘patches’,
which allow for highly directional, anisotropic interac-
tions. The enzyme–substrate pair experiences a strong
attractive potential, Us(r), over a narrow band of orien-
tations. This specific attraction depends on the distance,
r, between the patches, i.e. stronger attraction when the
patches are closer. When the patchy particles approach
each other, they experience an isotropic repulsive poten-
tial, Urep(R), which is a function of the centre-of-mass
distance, R. In addition, particles experience a weak,
isotropic, non-specific attraction,Uns(R). The total patch
potential reads:

Uan(R, r) =
n∑
i=1

Us(ri) + Urep(R) + Uns(R), (52)

where n is the number of patches on the substrate (two in
the context of this paper) and ri are the inter-patch dis-
tances between the patch of the enzyme and the ith patch
of the substrate.Us(r),Urep(R) andUns(R) have the form

Ui(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

εi

(
1 − ai

(
x

σan

)2
)

if x < x

i ,

εibi
(

xci
σan

− x
σan

)2
if x


i < x < xci ,

0 otherwise,

(53)

with i = {s, rep, ns} respectively. The overall strength εi,
the length scale σan = 5 nm, the stiffness ai and the
parameter x


i , which combined with ai determines the
range of the potential, are free parameters. Cut-offs
xci and smoothing parameters bi are fixed by requir-
ing continuity and differentiability at x


i . In this paper,
we use the same parameter settings as in [14,15,35]:
εs = 20kBT, as = 20 and r∗att = 0.1σan, implying bs =
5 and rcs = 0.5σan; εrep = 100kBT, arep = 1 and R∗

rep =
0.85σan, implying brep = 2.6036; and Rcrep = 1.1764σan;
and ans = 1 and R∗

ns = 0.85σan, implying bns = 2.6036;
and Rcns = 1.1764σan. εns is varied from 2kBT to 20kBT
with steps of 2kBT. When the patches are aligned
(r = R − σan) and misaligned (r = R + σan). When the
patches are aligned, particles experience both specific
and non-specific attraction, creating a deeper potential
well and a stronger bond. When the patches are mis-
aligned, Us = 0 and the particles only experience the
weak Uns which results in a shallow potential well and
a weaker bond. The non-specific attraction, however,
promotes realignment since the particles do not diffuse
away immediately.

These parameters were chosen to mimic protein asso-
ciation with dissociation constants on the order of nM to
mM [36–38]. The length scale σan = 5 nm represents a
typical diameter for a protein substrate or enzyme. The
absolute rate constants, being on the millisecond–second
timescale, as well as the equilibrium constant Keq, given
by the ratio of the dissociation and association rate con-
stants, are typical for biological systems [36–38].

All simulations are performed using a Brownian
dynamics integrator [39]. The system-specific parame-
ters of the simulation are as follows: the time step δt =
0.1 ns, the mass of the particle is m=50 kDa, the mass
moment of inertia M = (8/15)mσ 2, the translational
and rotational friction coefficients are γ = kBT/Dtm
and  = kBT/DrM, respectively, where Dt = 1 um2/s
and Dr translational and rotational diffusion constants,
respectively, kB = 1.38 × 10−23 JK−1 is the Boltzmann
constant and T=300K is the temperature of the
system.

As we employ an anisotropic interaction potential,
a geometrical definition of interfaces for FFS is not
straightforward. Therefore, we base the interfaces on
the potential energy up to the potential cut-off. The
first interface (r0-interface), which defines the bound
state, is located at 18kBT . The other interfaces are
located at 15, 10, and 5 kBT. The interface at the
cut-off of the potential is defined by zero energy
and R = 1.6σan. Beyond the cut-off of the potential,
the interfaces are defined by the interparticle distance
R=1.7,1.9,2.1,2.3,2.5,3.0,3.5,4.0,4.5,5.0,5.5. Finally the
rn-interface is located at R = 7σan.

We conducted multiple FFS simulations as described
in the method sections for several values of the rota-
tional diffusion constant Dr. For simplicity we kept the
same system as described in [28], which had identi-
cal patches A and B. We performed simulations for
two systems, one where the patches are separated by an
angle θ = 90◦ and one where this angle is θ = 120◦.
Using the generalised FFS expression introduced in [28],
we extracted from these simulations the conditional
probabilities P(σ | A), P(A | B), α, β = 1 − P(∞ | σ) =
(1 − P(rn | σ))/(1 − P(rn | σ)�) and the flux through
the first interface�. These values are reported in Table 1.
Since P(σ | B) = P(σ | A) and P(B | A) = P(A | B), we
do not report these numbers explicitly.

From these numbers the probabilities P(B | σ) =
αβ and P(A | σ) = (1 − α)β were computed, which
in turn led to values for Pnorm(σ | B) and Pnormhop (A |
B) (see Equations (6) and (34), and Table 1 for
the numbers), which finally yielded the intrinsic and
effective association and dissociation constants, kAviaBon ,
kAviaBa , kAviaBoff and kAviaBd from Equations (38), (39), (29)
and (30), respectively.We also computed the relevant rate
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Table 1. All components going into the rate constant expressions for several values of Dr for θ = 90◦ and θ = 120◦.

Dr (rad
2/s) P(σ | A) P(A | B) Pnorm(σ | B) Pnormhop (A | B) β φ (s−1) α 1 − PσBσ

θ = 90◦
56,000 5.27×10−8 4.22×10−8 0.554 0.446 0.352 1.19×107 0.5 0.902
64,000 5.10×10−8 4.61×10−8 0.525 0.475 0.358 1.23×107 0.5 0.906
72,000 4.89×10−8 4.48×10−8 0.519 0.481 0.358 1.26×107 0.5 0.907
80,000 5.20×10−8 4.93×10−8 0.514 0.486 0.368 1.30×107 0.5 0.906
88,000 5.92×10−8 5.90×10−8 0.501 0.499 0.362 1.33×107 0.5 0.909

θ = 120◦
56,000 5.28×10−8 3.58×10−8 0.595 0.405 0.364 1.19×107 0.5 0.892
64,000 5.24×10−8 3.84×10−8 0.577 0.423 0.365 1.23×107 0.5 0.895
72,000 5.25×10−8 3.96×10−8 0.570 0.430 0.368 1.26×107 0.5 0.895
80,000 5.45×10−8 4.33×10−8 0.557 0.443 0.370 1.30×107 0.5 0.897
88,000 5.93×10−8 5.00×10−8 0.543 0.457 0.371 1.33×107 0.5 0.899

Note: The label 1 − PσBσ refers to the denominators in Equations (38) and (29), which account for the paths from σ to σ via B.

Figure 3. Intrinsic and effective association and dissociation rates for θ = 90◦.

constants for the (un)binding to a substrate with a sin-
gle patch A, kAa , kAd , k

A
on, kAoff , and for association to either

of the two patches of a substrate with two patches, kA∨B
a

and kA∨B
on . All these rate constants are shown in Figures 3

and 4 for both θ = 90◦ and θ = 120◦, respectively, and
reported in Table 2.

The first thing to note is that the effective association
rate kAviaBon is always in between the values of kAon and

kA∨B
on . That is, kAviaBon is higher than the single patch value,
which is to be expected, but lower than the ‘either A or
B’ rate constant, due to pathways that leave B again and
then get lost into the bulk before reaching A. The contri-
bution of the paths that reach A via B is about 60% of the
paths that reach A directly.We observe similar behaviour
for ka. The dissociation rates are affected in the same way,
as expected from detailed balance.
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Figure 4. Intrinsic and effective association and dissociation rates for θ = 120◦.

Table 2. All computed rate constants for several values of Dr for θ = 90◦ and θ = 120◦.

Dr (rad2/s) kAviaBon kA∨B
on kAon kAviaBoff kAoff kAviaBa kA∨B

a kAa kd kAd KAviaBeq KAeq

θ = 90◦
56,000 0.282 0.352 0.176 0.651 0.406 0.394 0.544 0.214 1.005 0.628 2.305 2.305
64,000 0.291 0.358 0.179 0.654 0.402 0.412 0.558 0.218 1.017 0.625 2.257 2.257
72,000 0.292 0.358 0.179 0.645 0.396 0.414 0.558 0.218 1.006 0.618 2.213 2.213
80,000 0.302 0.368 0.184 0.700 0.427 0.433 0.582 0.225 1.106 0.674 2.326 2.326
88,000 0.298 0.362 0.181 0.827 0.502 0.425 0.568 0.221 1.297 0.787 2.771 2.771

θ = 120◦
56,000 0.287 0.364 0.182 0.629 0.399 0.402 0.572 0.222 0.988 0.628 2.196 2.196
64,000 0.290 0.365 0.182 0.650 0.409 0.409 0.574 0.223 1.023 0.643 2.243 2.243
72,000 0.294 0.368 0.184 0.669 0.419 0.416 0.582 0.225 1.057 0.662 2.282 2.282
80,000 0.297 0.370 0.185 0.716 0.445 0.423 0.587 0.227 1.136 0.706 2.404 2.404
88,000 0.301 0.371 0.186 0.803 0.495 0.431 0.591 0.228 1.278 0.789 2.665 2.665

Notes: All association rate constants are in units of kD, while all dissociation rate constants are in units of s−1. The last two columns report the equilibrium constants
in units of (skD)−1, computed by the ratio of the on and off rates.

Finally there is very little difference between θ = 90◦
and θ = 120◦. At first sight this seems to be caused by
the fact that the patches are too far away to influence
each other. However, when zooming in on the hopping
probability P(A | B) and normalised splitting probabili-
ties Pnormhop (A | B) and Pnorm(σ | B), there is a substantial
difference between θ = 90◦ and θ = 120◦ (see Table 1).

As an example, for Dr = 88000; the hopping probability
P(A | B) increases by almost 20% when lowering the
angle from θ = 120◦ to θ = 90◦. Yet, the effective rates
are almost independent of the angle. This indicates that
the increase in the rate due to higher Pnormhop (A | B) for
the θ = 90◦ is mostly compensated by the slightly higher
rebinding correction 1 − PσBσ , and the slight reduction
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in β . We expect for smaller θ the effective rates to go
up, until eventually it reaches the maximum value of the
‘either A or B’ case.

In the last two columns of Table 2, we give the equi-
librium constant computed for the AviaB and the single
patch cases. While they vary a bit with Dr due to statisti-
cal uncertainty, entries in both columns are identical, as
it should be, thus providing a sanity check.

In our framework, we implicitly assume that associa-
tion anddissociation obeysMarkovian two-state kinetics,
characterised by exponential relaxationwithwell-defined
rate constants. However, the presence of the intermediate
patch B could lead to marked deviations from exponen-
tial relaxation. Our simulations were done for identi-
cal patches, which violates the assumption KA

eq � KB
eq .

So, in fact, the system simulated here probably cannot
be described by effective two-state kinetics, but instead
will exhibit three-state kinetics. Therefore, our numeri-
cal results in terms of effective rate constants should be
seen as a proof of principle, rather than a direct experi-
mentally relevant result. While we do not explicitly study
the dependence on the relative strength of the patches
here, we argue that increasing the strength of patch A
significantly, e.g. by adding a deep and narrow poten-
tial located at the centre of patch A, would increase the
dwell time in A significantly. This in turn would make
patch Bmetastablew.r.t. to patchA, and the systemwould
revert to two-state kinetics, with well-defined effective
association and dissociation rate constants. While this
will change the results quantitatively, because the hop-
ping and escape probabilities will change, the qualitative
results, namely the fact that kAviaBon is in between kAon and
kA∨B
on , and that the association and dissociation rates are
substantially influenced by the intermediate patch, will
likely also be valid for unequal patches for which KA

eq �
KB
eq.
More generally, the question whether the system can

be described as a two-state system depends on the details
of the system and needs to be assessed with care. In the
extreme scenario where the rate of hopping fromA to B is
much lower than that of escaping fromA to the unbound
state, dissociation would be effectively described by two-
state state kinetics. Also in the other extreme, where the
hopping rate from A to B is much higher compared to
escaping from A to the unbound state, two-state kinet-
ics would prevail. However, when the rate of hopping
becomes comparable to the escape rate, then a two-state
description probably breaks down (see also the Supple-
mentary Material of [40] elsewhere in this Special Edi-
tion). Indeed, it would be of interest to study systemat-
ically under which conditions the binding to a patch in
the presence of other patches can still be described via
two-state kinetics. We leave this for future work.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we derived microscopic expressions for the
intrinsic and effective rate constants for association and
dissociation of enzymes to substrates with two patches,
one of which can be considered an intermediate state. In
that case the (un)binding process follows two-state kinet-
ics. The derived expressions can be used in conjunction
with rare-event simulations of the dissociation processes.
The final expressions for the effective on andoff rates con-
tain contributions of direct and indirect trajectories via
the intermediate patch, and account for rebinding events.
We illustrated the use of the new expressions by applying
it to the same enzyme–substrate system discussed in [28].
We computed the rate constants as a function of the rota-
tional diffusion constant,Dr, and the spacing between the
two patches on the surface of the substrate. We find that
the association and dissociate rate is dramatically affected
by the inclusion of the intermediate state. Leaving this
state out, even for a strongly binding patch, yields an error
of more than 50%. For large patches this is expected to be
even more so.

Evaluation of these rate constants is useful for under-
standing in general the association reactions in an
enzyme–substrate system and to study the response char-
acteristics of such a system. The intrinsic rate constants
also serve as input parameters for a multi-scale simula-
tion [35,41], where, by using these rate constants, explicit
simulations of the association reactions can be avoided,
which dramatically speeds up the simulations.

More generally, the expressions derived in this paper
can be used for simulation of all processes in which asso-
ciation and dissociation plays a role, not only chemical
reactions, but also self-assembly of, for instance, colloidal
particles.
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